Getting
Started
EXPLORE

We strongly believe that money should be used as a tool to create a life that
is fulfilling and meaningful. Part of our mission is to strive for more than just
a good return on our clients’ investment portfolio. Rather, we work to guide
our clients in designing a future that is exciting and inspiring, and then use
that vision as a map for arranging and implementing financial strategies
with intention and purpose. Our client engagements all start with the
following 5 stages that create the foundation for our recommendations:

OBJECTIVES:

FOLLOW-UP:

• Get acquainted

• Provide summary of our meeting

• Learn about your main needs, concerns, aspirations,
& transitions to plan for

• Provide information on process, services,
outcomes, and fees

• Share information about our process, service,
outcomes, & fees as they relate to your circumstances

• Determine next steps should you chose to
move forward

• Determine fit
• Discuss next steps

ENGAGE

OBJECTIVES:

FOLLOW-UP:

• Establish your “Point A” - where you are now

• Organize & enter financial data

• Understand your perspective & preferences

• Begin analysis based on preferences and
priorities discussed

• Identify what’s most important to you & clarify
your priorities
• Learn what activities and endeavors bring you joy
• Collect basic financial information

ENVISION

OBJECTIVES:
• Define your “Point B” – a vision of your ideal life

• Gather missing financial information

• Identify & prioritize personal & financial goals

• Enter personal & financial goals into
financial software

• Establish a spending plan that aligns with your
values, priorities, and vision of your ideal life

ENLIGHTEN

FOLLOW-UP:

OBJECTIVES:

• Complete financial analysis considering
preferences, values, priorities, goals, &
vision of ideal future
FOLLOW-UP:

• Summarize & clarify knowledge of your
circumstances & desires

• Make any adjustments discussed

• Present draft of recommendations covering all
aspects of financial life

• Create final draft of recommendations

• If needed, run second analysis report

• Explain how financial analysis & risk assessment
influenced recommendations
• Discuss scenarios & adjustments

EMPOWER

OBJECTIVES:
• Present final draft of financial recommendations
• Discuss options for implementation
• Discuss plan where we can quarterback needed
implementation work with your CPA, estate
attorney & other professionals

FOLLOW-UP:
A clear & detailed summary of :
• Your aspirations, values, concerns, transitions
to plan for, and personal & financial goals
• Overview of Plan for Success report, financial
analysis, & risk tolerance
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After year one, TrustCore will work throughout the year to make sure you
stay on track toward a successful financial life plan. In addition to regular
meetings and correspondence, much of our work will be behind the scenes:
staying on top of estate changes, tax optimization, portfolio rebalancing,
education planning, retirement planning, RMDs, and risk management
strategies, and other activities.

Our Annual Meeting Process is
designed to keep you on track to
reaching your goals.
When we get together in person, our Annual Update
Meeting is an opportunity to get an update on your
life and clarify if the goals in place still make sense
given any new circumstances.

With this information as a basis for
our conversation, we then:
1.

Review the accomplishments
we’ve made toward your
personal and financial goals.

2.

Discuss any upcoming life
transitions that require
proactive planning.

3.

Discuss any modifications
needed for your financial
life plan.

Of course, we are always available to address specific
planning or investment needs via phone calls, email,
video calls and/or meetings as needed.

Year 2 and
Beyond

ONGOING BENEFITS OF
WORKING WITH TRUSTCORE:
PROACTIVE PLANNING – a
trusted thinking partner (pros
& cons of each option; how it
affects other goals)
MONITORING – rest easier
knowing someone is “minding
the store.”
TEAM APPROACH – we happily
quarterback and assist with any
needed communication with
other professionals (e.g. CPA or
estate attorney).
CLIENT TOOLS & RESOURCES
– access to best-in-class client
portal and technology.
SIMPLIFY COMPLEXITY/
TRANSLATE JARGON – the only
bad question is the one that
isn’t asked.
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